The proportions of AMPA-lacking silent synapses are believed to play a fundamental role in determining the plasticity potential of neural networks. It is, however, unclear whether current methods to quantify silent synapses possess adequate estimation properties. Here, by developing a biophysically realistic sampling model, we assess the performance of a common method, the failure-rate analysis (FRA), in estimating the fraction of silent synapses. We find that the FRA estimator is unexpectedly characterized by strong systematic biases, poor reliability, and the need for prohibitively high sample sizes for adequate statistical power. Key predictions from these in silico simulations were validated by whole-cell recordings from mouse hippocampal neurons. To address the inherent limitations of the FRA formalism, we propose an alternative statistical approach, an approximate maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) based on Monte Carlo simulations of the experimental methodology. This estimator exhibits no bias and low variance and is thus suitable for precise, accurate and high-throughput estimation of silent synapse fractions. These results reveal that previous FRA-based estimates of silent synapse fraction were erroneously large and highlights the use of computational models of experimental methodologies to improve their accuracy and precision.
Introduction
Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity has captured global research attention for well over four decades due to its hypothesized role in learning and memory (1) . Silent synapses contain only NMDA receptors, not AMPA receptors, and represent preferential sites for receptor insertion during long-term potentiation (LTP; 2, 3). Thus, their relative proportions in neural circuits is believed to be a fundamental determinant of the plasticity potential of neural networks. Silent synapses are more prevalent in developing networks (4, 5) yet continue to play a role in adult brain circuits for instance in newborn neurons (6) , and mature synapses can at times undergo 'silencing' by removal of AMPARs (7) . Furthermore, addictive drugs such as cocaine and morphine have been reported to induce de novo formation of silent synapse in rewardrelated pathways of adult animals (8) (9) (10) (11) . More generally, theoretical work has shown that high fractions of 'potential' synapses (e.g. silent) are associated with optimal information storage over a range of conditions (12) (13) (14) . Together, whereas these observations point to the fundamental role of silent synapses in both developing and mature brain circuits, they also emphasize the corollary challenge of quantifying with precision their occurrence in synaptic populations with experimentally realistic throughput.
While sound methods exist to detect the presence of individual silent synapses ( Fig. 1Ai -ii) (2, 3) , these binary single-synapse classification methods can only estimate the fraction of silent synapses in a population by pooling across repeated experimental attempts in a minimum stimulation paradigm (4, 5). In contrast, multi-synapse classification methods, such as the failure-rate analysis (FRA) method, have been developed to provide an estimate of the fraction of silent synapses for every attempt: here an experimenter records from a small, but unknown, number of synapses simultaneously, and the FRA formalism estimates the proportion of these which are silent by means of a comparison of failure rates over many sweeps ( Fig. 1Bi -ii) (methodology reviewed in 15) . A number of studies have used this method to quantify changes in silent synapse fraction, particularly in rodent models of drug addiction, but also during critical periods of plasticity in the visual cortex and hippocampus (8-11; 16-21, 32 ). Yet, although FRA seeks to scale up the throughput of silent synapse estimation, its scalability hinges on its reliability and accuracy (especially compared with traditional binary classification methods), which have not been investigated with targeted experiments and statistical analyses.
Here, we first employ a combination of biophysically constrained numerical simulations and electrophysiological recordings to examine the performance of existing methods for silent synapse detection and quantification. Our analysis reveals substantial, general and yet fundamental limits on the reliability and validity of the silent synapse fraction estimates obtained using the FRA formalism. To overcome these inherent limitations, we build on approaches in the dynamical systems field, employing our computational model to generate an approximate maximum-likelihood estimator, which provides dramatic improvements in estimator bias and variance. A power analysis reveals that the enhanced estimator can resolve fine-grained changes in silent fraction with experimentally feasible sample sizes. Our estimator does not require a novel set of observations, but can be deployed on the existing FRA experimental technique. These tools and findings make large scale interrogation of changes in silent synapses possible and reliable.
Results
While minimum stimulation experiments have been important for demonstrating the existence of silent synapses, they do not directly allow estimation of the true silent synapse fraction (! ) contained in a synaptic population. A simple experimental technique, the failure rate analysis (FRA), has been developed to provide a quantitative estimate (! ) of the true underlying silent fraction, ! . In this method, the rate of synaptic failures at two holding potentials (-60 mV and +40 mV) are used as inputs to a mathematical equation (see Supplemental Methods for derivation), which returns an estimated fraction of silent synapses. Despite this formalism, it is unclear how biophysical variables such as stochastic neurotransmitter release and the variability in the number of synapses stimulated shape the statistical power and discriminability of this method. Here, we first use a set of increasingly constrained and experimentally realistic numerical simulations and statistical tools to examine the performance and general usefulness of this estimator.
A. Nonsilent synaptic populations and FRA estimator performance
As a first step, we directly determined the extent to which the stochasticity of synaptic release affect the behavior of the FRA estimator for a typical electrophysiological recording. We thus numerically simulated the simplest scenario where a single, non-silent synapse with probability of release ! is electrically stimulated (Fig. 1Ci ). Henceforth we will refer to non-silent synapses as active synapses (i.e., synapses containing both AMPA and NMDARs). We simulated Bernoulli-distributed trials (failures and successes) in 50-sweep epochs. The FRA technique, applied to a single, active synapse (i.e., ! ) should return ! . Fig. 1Cii depicts one example simulation where an estimate of ! was returned. The distribution of ! across multiple experiments ( Fig. 1D ) was strikingly broad (S.D. = 31.3%) and non-Gaussian, showing high kurtosis (Fisher's kurtosis = 3.00) and a prominent left tail (Fisher-Pearson coefficient of skewness = -1.01). These attributes therefore make the FRA estimator unsuitable for traditional parametric tests that assume normality. Furthermore, 45.3% of the ! distribution falls below zero, which are biologically irrelevant estimates. Since negative values are expected, yet have not been reported from FRA (8) (9) (10) (11) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) , it is possible that these negative values returned from the equation are systematically set to a biologically relevant value of 0% silent (i.e., systematically 'zeroed'). This procedure would artificially inflate the mean silent synapse estimate (see Supplemental Information for more details).
We next asked whether the FRA estimator's accuracy could be improved by simply increasing the number of sweeps from the recommended value of 50 (15) (Fig. 1E ). Increasing the number of sweeps per epoch to 500 still produced a remarkably variable estimate ( Fig. 1E inset; 500 sweeps: S.D. = 9.1%). Recordings from multiple synapses may improve the reliability of ! , due to the intuitive averaging out of stochastic binary events. We thus numerically simulated FRA experiments on small numbers of synapses, first analytically calculating a fixed Pr for all synapses such that the mean failure rate was 50% (as per standard experimental practice for this approach; Fig. 1F) . Surprisingly, ! variability was virtually identical over the entire range of active synapse numbers ( Fig. 1G , inset). Therefore, in the simple case of non silent populations, the variability of the FRA estimates is not markedly improved when monitoring multiple synapses. We considered the generalizability of our findings by asking how ! estimates varied over a wide Pr range and ensemble synapse number ( Fig. S1 and Supplemental Information). Our analysis revealed that the FRA estimator variance, surprisingly, is inversely proportional to synapse determinism (i.e. as ! and as ! ), and does not significantly decrease with any combination of Pr and synapse number. Taken together, these findings outline the inability of the FRA method to return reliable (i.e. lowvariance) estimates of silent synapse fraction in simple conditions with no silent synapses present (! ), in most experimentally plausible conditions.
B. Silent synapse-containing synaptic populations and FRA estimator performance
Under conditions where silent synapses are present (! ), the quantitative accuracy of the FRA method is naturally dependent on the particular arrangement of synapses sampled. It is not intuitively obvious whether traditional electrical stimulation selects an unbiased subsample of a larger synaptic population, either in terms of silent fraction or of individual synapse properties such as release probability. Therefore, before assessing the accuracy of the FRA equation, we first developed an obligatory intermediate method to simulate experimentally feasible 'draws' of smaller synapse sets, with varying release probabilities, from larger mixed populations ( Fig. 2A ).
Briefly, we started with initial sets of 100 synapses with some true fraction silent (! ). Release probabilities were uniformly distributed (! ) . We next simulated as faithfully as possible a typical FRA electrophysiological experiment. Thus, the initial set of activated synapses was subjected to multiple rounds of stochastic synapse elimination (20% per round) corresponding to a decrease in electrical stimulation intensity that an experimenter typically performs during an FRA experiment. The rounds of elimination were ended when the failure rate of active synapses reached between 20% and 80%, as dictated by described experimental guidelines (15) . Synapse sets were discarded if they did not reach this criteria before the elimination of active synapses. The simulation thus returned stochastic, small subpopulations of silent and active synapses, each with an associated release probability, and with a failure rate range as the main constraint.
To assess how the subpopulation sampling varied with ! , we performed Monte Carlo simulations with 10 000 draws per condition. We found, surprisingly, that the number of active synapses in each subpopulation reaching the selection criterion was very small -typically between 1 and 5 ( Fig. 2Bi ). As one may intuit, large numbers of synapses in a draw are rare because they require very low ! for every synapse to achieve the desired failure rate (Fig. 2Bii ). This phenomenon additionally produces a biases towards very low Pr values, especially at large synapse numbers. The number of silent synapses in the draws scaled with ! , as expected ( Fig. 2Ci ). However, intriguingly, the sampled subsets were enriched in silent synapses compared to the ground-truth population (Fig. 2D ). This bias results from the fact that the failure-rate criterion only depends on active synapses, so the last synapse excluded through successive pruning is ineluctably active rather than silent before the criterion is reached. This way, the resulting number of active synapses is under-represented in the sample, which leads to an overestimation of the silent fraction. This appears to be a general feature of the electrical stimulation method when stimulation amplitude is adjusted to reach a particular failure rate.
We next considered the performance of the FRA estimator. Individual simulations returned highly variable synapse sets ( Fig. 2Ei ) and inaccurate estimates (! ) ( Fig. 2Eii ). Over multiple simulated experiments, the estimated silent synapse fraction showed distinctly non-normal distributions ( Fig. 2Eiii ). A formal estimator bias and variance analysis demonstrated that the bias of ! increased with the true silent fraction, ! , and this occurred irrespective of whether the zeroing of negative values was used or not ( Fig. 2Fi ). The standard deviation of the estimate was high in all cases ( Fig. 2Fii ), reaching a maximum of 40% with zeroing applied. Without zeroing, the standard deviation is above 30%, which is higher than if the silent synapse fraction was uniformly distributed between 0 and 100%.
While we modeled the synaptic release probability distribution as uniform following previous work (22), we additionally asked whether different release probability distributions of a synaptic population would influence the FRA estimator's performance. First, we considered a gamma distribution (! ) experimentally derived from staining-destaining experiments ( Fig. 1G in ref. 23) . Surprisingly, this distribution produced negligible changes in both the synapse selection bias, and in the bias and variance of the estimator (Fig. S3 ). We additionally simulated a case with extremely small release probabilities as one might find at central synapses (! ) ( Fig. S4 ). Although the mean number of active synapses rises from ~3 to ~10 ( Fig. S4Bi ), the estimator with zeroing applied still shows comparable bias (27% bias at 50% silent, compared to 35% bias at 50% silent for a uniform distribution) and variance (peak standard deviation of 30%) ( Fig. S4Fi -ii). These results demonstrate the significant propensity of the FRA estimator towards large positive biases and large variances over a wide range of possible synaptic release probability distributions.
C. Electrophysiological verification of numerically simulated FRA estimate inaccuracies
To verify that FRA provides highly variable estimates of the silent synapse fraction, we performed voltage-clamp recordings from CA1 neurons from p14-15 mice while electrically stimulating Schaffer's collateral synapses ( Fig. 3A ; see Methods). As per recommended practice for typical FRA experiments, we tuned the stimulation intensity such that we obtained clear monosynaptic currents with ~50% failure rates ( Fig. 3B ,C). We performed FRA experiments in triplicate for each recording from individual CA1 neurons (Fig. 3D ), and we verified that the evoked EPSC amplitudes at both -70mV and +50mV were stable between these successive iterations ( Fig. S5A ), confirming that we were stimulating the same subsets of synapses during each FRA iteration.
Since we performed the FRA experiments in triplicate, our recordings returned three independent ! estimates for each neuron. These exhibited high variability within the same neuron, as well as returning biologically irrelevant negative estimates as predicted (Fig. 3E ). The mean estimate spread per neuron was 49% ( Fig. S5B ), demonstrating the lack of reproducibility inherent in the FRA process. Finally, when all estimates were pooled together, a distribution with a mean of 16.8% silent was revealed ( Fig. 3F ). This distribution was slightly statistically different from a simulated distribution with 0% silent (p=0.049, Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test), providing evidence that this population of synapses likely has a silent fraction slightly above zero.
Together, this work provides a direct experimental estimate of the variability of the FRA procedure. We have demonstrated that while recording from a stable configuration of synapses onto a neuron, the estimated silent synapse fraction returned by FRA method will naturally fluctuate in agreement with results from our numerical simulations. This inherent lack of precision can be understood as resulting from stochastic neurotransmitter release combined with the fundamental properties of the FRA estimator. Because we cannot directly measure ! , we are unable to formally compare the bias and variance of the Triplicate FRA experiment on a single neuron returns highly variable estimates consistent with biophysical limitations of the FRA method. E: Three independent FRA estimates (triplicates) for each neuron (circles) and the mean of these estimates (bar). F: Histogram of all triplicate estimates (blue) overlaid with simulated histogram from null distribution (0% silent, black). Distributions are significantly different (p = 0.049, Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test).
estimator with experimental ground truth, but these results nonetheless demonstrate the strong agreement between our computational model and experimental findings with respect to lack of reproducibility.
D. An improved estimation technique based on synthetic likelihood functions
In principle, it should be possible to extract reliable information about the true state of a synaptic population from unreliable and biased estimates returned by the FRA method. For instance, if we knew the distributions of failure rates at both hyperpolarized and depolarized potentials for each ! , we could write expressions for likelihood functions and construct a maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE). The logic of this approach is to first determine the analytical function establishing the probability of an observation given some model parameters, and then to find the model parameter (here the silent synapse fraction) that maximizes this likelihood function. This type of estimator is of particular interest here since MLE minimizes the variance, at least asymptotically (37) .
In the present case, however, the likelihood functions are analytically intractable, as they result from a complex combination of the sampling protocol and the stochastic properties of synapses. Some simplifying assumptions could be made to reach a closed-form likelihood function, but this would require assuming that release probability distributions are not shaped by the sampled synapse number (which we have shown is not tractable), and that the sampled subsets themselves reflect unbiased samples from the population (which our model shows is not the case). Alternatively, popular approaches for noisy dynamical systems sidestep analytical solutions and rather construct synthetic likelihood functions from Monte Carlo simulations (33) (34) (35) . Here, the dynamical system is iteratively simulated and summary statistics are extracted, allowing to likelihood-based estimation from a stochastic model. These likelihood function are approximations only in the sense that they are based on a finite number of stochastic simulations, but will converge to the true likelihood function. We use this formalism to construct an estimator, FRA-MLE, from synthetic likelihood functions ( Fig. S6A-B) where the summary statistic is the biased FRA estimate itself (! ) (See Supplemental Methods for more details). Since our noisy sampling model already incorporates technical choices made by experimenters (e.g. the range of acceptable failure rates), this allows us the flexibility to construct estimators, ! which are a function of an experimental parameter vector ! containing methodological variables and synaptic properties.
In contrast with the large bias found for the FRA estimator, we found that ! is an entirely unbiased estimator (Fig. 4A ). This critically fixes the inherent ! 's overestimation of silent fraction (Fig. 2Fi ), by yielding accurate estimates across the range of possible silent synapse values. Also in contrast with the large variance found for the FRA estimator (Fig 2Fii) , we found that although the variance of ! increases with ground truth silent fraction, it remains lower than that of ! ( Fig.  4B; Fig. S6C ). Therefore, the new FRA-MLE method circumvents the inherent sampling bias and high variance of the original ! .
As a final test, we applied FRA-MLE to the experimental values collected from hippocampus ( Fig. S7 ).
While individual experiments yielded broad likelihood functions ( Fig. S7A ), the joint likelihood function of all experiments considered together revealed a sharply tuned likelihood function peaking at a maximal likelihood estimate of 8.7% silent (Fig. S7B ). This was substantially lower than the estimate obtained by simply taking the mean of all experimental FRA values (16.8%), in agreement with our findings of positive estimator bias for the FRA. Finally, we compared the experimental distribution with the model- . α = 0.05, β = 0.2 generated distribution using as input the maximally likely estimate ! ( Fig. S7C ). These distributions are not significantly different (p = 0.90; KS-test, two-tailed), providing an internal validation of both the FRA-MLE method as well as the validity of the numerically simulated distributions.
E. A power analysis quantifies performance improvements of the FRA-MLE estimator
To achieve a high-throughput characterization, we should be certain that we can take two sets of ! samples one from either of two separate conditions, and conclude with only a small number of samples that the two conditions do not have the same proportion of silent synapses (i.e. reject the null hypothesis). We used the framework of power analyses to ask whether our FRA-MLE estimator compares favourably with other methods (FRA or binary classification) in terms of the minimum sample size, ! , required to discriminate silent-containing populations from an active-only population. Depending on the estimator, calculating ! is done by either analytically or numerically calculating the minimum sample size to achieve a threshold statistical power (i.e. a threshold false negative rate; see Supplemental Methods). More specifically, since the FRA-MLE method calculates an approximate likelihood function explicitly, we could use the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) to test against our null hypothesis (38) , an approach that is not possible with the FRA estimator. We can compare against the binary method ( Fig. 1A ) either using a LLR as done for the FRA-MLE estimator or with a paired sample test as done with the FRA method. Thus we compare four statistical protocols: FRA estimates using a paired test, FRA-MLE estimates using LLR, binary classification using a paired test and binary classification using LLR. Figure 4C shows ! against the true silent synapse fraction. As is expected, we found that more samples are required to discriminate smaller silent synapse fractions from a fully active synapse population. Importantly, we found a dramatic improvement in statistical power afforded by the FRA-MLE technique ( Fig. 4C ) compared to FRA. While the FRA estimator required ! to discriminate populations containing less than 15% silent, FRA-MLE required only ! . Averaged across all silent fractions, FRA-MLE achieved an identical statistical power to the FRA estimator with a ! -fold reduction in sample size. Binary classification required ! -fold more samples than FRA, although when LLR-based hypothesis testing was incorporated, the binary technique now required fewer samples than FRA such that its power almost matched that of the FRA-MLE method. Together, this power analysis shows that the FRA-MLE estimator renders more fine-grained silent fractions detectable with fewer samples than comparable methods.
Discussion
It has been long understood that the plasticity potential of a network is in part determined by the fraction of synapses which exist in a silent state, and the proportion of silent synapses is regulated both throughout development (4-5) and in response to diseases or drugs (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Despite a growing appreciation of the overall importance of silent synapses in mature neural networks, a systematic analysis of quantification methods for this parameter, to our knowledge, is lacking. Here, using statistical inference methods alongside electrophysiological recordings, we have demonstrated the significant bias and variance inherent to the popular failure-rate analysis method of synapse quantification. Through a set of numerically simulated likelihood functions relying on minimal assumptions, we have furthermore proposed and validated an alternate maximum-likelihood estimator which corrects for these flaws. This approach illustrates the advantages of a model-based statistical inference over feature-based comparisons.
Our computational model is based on two minimal assumptions -first, the range of failure rates which are considered acceptable to experimenters (which we assumed to be between 20% and 80%), and second, the distribution of synapse release probabilities (which we assumed to be uniform between 0 and 1). It is formally possible that specific constellations of central synapses in the brain may deviate from these assumptions. For instance, a population of consistent very low release probabilities would result in the sampling of a greater number of synapses using the uncorrected FRA method, which would increase the statistical power of the method and potentially decrease bias. To determine whether this was possible, we did consider biophysically realistic release probability distributions derived from staining-destaining experiments in hippocampus (Fig. S3 ), finding minimal change in the mean estimated synapse numbers recorded from. However, a strength of the MLE model-based approach is that experimenters can ensure that the statistical model is precisely calibrated to their experiment's methodology and to a specified release probability distribution.
We compared electrical minimum stimulation, historically considered the gold standard for silent synapse detection (2-3) with the FRA method. We found that minimum stimulation required a greater sample size (typically >2x larger) for the same degree of discriminability between populations. A sample size of 100 to discriminate between populations differing by 15% silent may appear restrictive, but newer methods like 2P glutamate uncaging can provide a statistically equivalent alternative to electrical minimum stimulation while offering the potential for much faster mapping (i.e. several synapses per neuron) with an additional spatial component. Analysis of the electrophysiological responses induced by localized 2P glutamate uncaging can classify synapses as silent (depolarized response) or active (hyperpolarized and depolarized response (24) (25) .
Recent work has drawn further attention to the importance of silent synapses, suggesting their presence in mature networks and outlining potential regulations by drugs of abuse. This renewed interest highlights the need to consider the quantitative accuracy of current methods available to quantify silent synapses. We have provided several lines of evidence that argue that the widely-used FRA technique, in its current form, is a poor tool when fine discriminability is required. Our findings demonstrate an unsuspected inherent high variability and positive bias in ! obtained with this approach, and furthermore place constraints on the granularity of the changes that can be expected to be detected with experimentally realistic sample sizes. In fact, many current challenges in the field involve these more fine-grained measures, including quantifying input-specific or cell-specific changes in silent synapse fractions in complex circuits. We have provided an enhanced FRA-MLE technique based on numerical simulations which provide satisfactory correction to two inherent problems of the FRA formalism: high bias and variance. This principled framework should allow for deeper investigation into subcellular and finegrained differences in silent synapse populations which may underlie network function and dysfunction in disease states. We have further shown that the incorporation of a statistical model, as well as the use of a high-throughput method such as two-photon uncaging, can render the class of single-synapse measurements highly competitive with even the corrected FRA-MLE technique -with the additional strength of subcellular or input-specific interrogation. An understanding of the dynamic network-level changes in silent synapse fractions will ultimately aid in understanding how the plasticity potential of distributed networks of neurons is established and modified.
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Methods
A Python package which implements the optimal estimator, FRA-MLE, is available at https://github.com/ micllynn/SilentMLE.
Failure rate analysis equation and methodology
In FRA, experimenters measure synaptic failure rates during electrical stimulation while voltageclamping a neuron at hyperpolarized and depolarized membrane potentials. The resulting failure rates, ! (hyperpolarized) and ! (depolarized), are utilized as inputs to estimate the fraction silent synapses of some recorded population:
!
(1) (2; See Supplemental Methods for full derivation and experimental procedures). The recommended number of sweeps to produce each failure rate estimate is 50-100, and ! should be kept around 0.5 (15) .
Numerical simulations
All numerical simulations were performed using custom scripts employing standard functions of technical computing libraries Numpy (39) and Scipy (40) 
Supplemental Information
Derivation of FRA equation: Let ! represent the number of silent synapses in some ensemble, ! the number of active synapses, ! the failure rate at hyperpolarized potentials (! synapses active) and ! the failure rate at depolarized potentials (! synapses active since NMDA-receptor-containing silent synapses can only conduct under depolarized settings). Then:
!
The silent fraction is ! , so:
! This can be written as a percentage: ! .
Behavior of FRA in simple nonsilent contact scenarios: We further explored how ! varied with probability of release and the number of synapses in the ensemble (Fig. S1 ). Pr has been shown to vary widely between synapses (22-23) and one might intuitively expect that high-Pr synapses might return more reliable ! estimates since they release neurotransmitter more deterministically. We first explored this intuition with one active synapse, where Pr of 0.05, 0.5 and 0.95 were simulated. The distributions of failure rate per se do indeed, as one might expect, become narrower as ! and as ! ( Fig. S1A-B ). However, at these two limits, the standard deviation of ! paradoxically increases (Fig. S1C ) -the estimates become less reliable at very high or very low release probabilities. It is possible that there may be some combinations of synapse numbers and Pr exhibiting low estimate variability. However, by simulating a large number of such combinations, we find that there is a lower bound of ~25% on the standard deviation of ! ( Fig. S1D-Ei) . In fact, although the variance of the estimator depends on both the Pr and the number of synapses, the variance of the estimator as a function the failure rate is independent of the number of synapses (Fig. S1Eii) . These counterintuitive behaviors can be understood by appreciating the logarithm-transform taking place in the equation for the FRA estimator ( Fig. S2) . First, under high-Pr conditions, as failure rates approach 0, the natural logarithm of failure rates decreases nonlinearly, which amplifies failure rate variability under high-Pr conditions (Fig.  S2B, left) . Second, under low-Pr conditions, as failure rates approach 1, the natural logarithm approaches 0 ( Fig. S2B, left) . Taking the fraction of two stochastic numbers approaching 0, as in the FRA equation, amplifies the variability present. Therefore, due to the fundamental structure of the equation, the variability of the FRA estimates is not markedly improved neither by sampling from more synapses nor by sampling deterministic synapses. 
Zeroing of negative FRA values:
There have been a number of recent intriguing reports which relied on FRA analysis to quantify drug-induced alterations in silent synapse fraction in adult networks (8) (9) (10) (11) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Our simulations clearly indicate that due to the stochastic nature of release, in conditions with no true silent synapses (! ), the FRA estimator returns ! approximately half of the time. Whereas negative ! estimates are therefore expected from adult recordings, they nonetheless appear to be conspicuously absent (i.e., not reported) in published data sets. Since negative ! values do not readily equate to any known physical substrate, it is possible that these negative values returned from the equation are systematically set to a biologically relevant value of 0% silent (i.e., systematically 'zeroed'). This procedure would artificially inflate the mean silent synapse estimate, even when the true fraction silent ! (by removing the negative portion of any given distribution). This important consideration would introduce significant biases into most existing studies relying on FRA to quantify silent synapses.
Supplemental Methods
Simulations with active synapses only (Fig. 1, S1-S2 ). We simulated single active (nonsilent) synapses or groups of active synapses. For each synapse i we assigned a release probability by drawing from a uniform distribution ! .
We numerically stimulated stochastic neurotransmitter release at hyperpolarized voltages (! ; only active synapses) and depolarized voltages (! ; active and silent synapses). 50 trials were simulated at each of ! and ! . Trials were modelled as Bernoulli trials with failure rate ! over ! synapses considered, where ! . This yielded ! and ! , which are estimates of the true failure rate over 50 trials at ! and ! respectively. The FRA calculation was performed as reported in equation (1) and Methods, with ! and ! as the equation inputs. Simulated currents (for purposes of illustration only) were generated by modeling the total current as a sum of all successfully releasing synapses, where each success is treated as generating a stochastic unitary current with an (arbitrary) mean amplitude of 10pA.
Simulations with active and silent synapses (Fig. 2, S3-S4 ). In this section, we describe our simulations of minimum-simulation electrophysiological experiments, where a larger set of synapses with defined release probabilities and some fraction silent are iteratively reduced into some experimentally feasible subset on which to perform experiments. This iterative reduction models a gradual reduction in electrical stimulation intensity that an electrophysiologist would perform.
Assume the true fraction of silent synapses in a population is ! . For each replicate, an initial set of silent and active synapse numbers ! were each chosen from a binomial distribution with an initial population size of ! synapses and ! silent probability (e.g. the distribution of ! silent
{n s , n a } n t = 100 s t n s synapses was ! ). Release probabilities for each synapse were I.I.D and were drawn from either a uniform or gamma distribution as noted in the text, producing a vector of release probabilities ! for active synapses and ! for silent synapses. The synapse set ! and associated release probability set ! were then subjected to iterative rounds of reduction, which yielded an experimentally feasible subset.
Iterative reduction of the synapse sets proceeded until the failure rate criterion was met:
! . Here, ! where ! . F is analytically calculated at each iteration, rather than estimated using Monte Carlo simulations, for purposes of computational efficiency.
Iterative reduction consisted of the following sequential steps: For each ground truth silent value, ! , we obtained ~20 000 replicates which each yielded an estimate, ! . These numerically simulated distributions formed the basis of our bias and variance analysis the FRA estimator. For each ! , we can then compute:
Experimental measurement of silent synapse estimate variability in hippocampus (Fig. 3 ). Hippocampal slices (300um thick) were made from P7-14 wild-type (C67/Blk) mice using a previously described technique (36) . In brief, mice were anesthetized using isofluorane, decapitated, and the brain was extracted and placed in ice-cold choline-based cutting solution for the duration of the cut. 
NaCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 1.3 mM MgSO4-7H2O, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, and 11 mM glucose, at a temperature of 37 °C, continuously bubbled with a mixture of 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices were recovered for 1 h in the recovery chamber and equilibrated to a temperature of ∼25 °C until recordings were performed.
Neurons were visualized in the CA1 subfield using an upright microscope (Examiner D1 All experiments and procedures were performed in accordance with approved procedures and guidelines set forth by the University of Ottawa Animal Care and Veterinary Services.
A maximum likelihood estimator derived from synthetic likelihood functions (Fig. 4, S6, S7) . For a jointly observed pair of failure rates at hyperpolarized and depolarized potentials, ! and ! , we wish to estimate the most likely ! . If we had an analytically tractable likelihood function, we could use likelihood-based inference techniques (e.g. maximum likelihood estimation) to find our most likely ! . To circumvent these obstacles, we use a statistical inference approach inspired by recent treatments of noisy dynamical systems (33) . While each individual simulation of synaptic release trains contains a large amount of information, we can extract summary statistics for each simulation and construct a synthetic likelihood function yielding the probability of obtaining these summary statistics at each underlying value of ! . For convenience, we choose the biased estimator ! as the summary statistic as it contains information about both ! and ! . Our synthetic likelihood function can therefore be written in terms of the summary statistic: ! , where ! is a given value of observed data, ! is the count of Monte Carlo-simulated replicates using the parameters ! which satisfy ! (i.e. the observation is obtained), and ! is the total number of Monte Carlo-simulated replicates using the parameters ! . As above, ! refers to the true silent fraction and ! denotes a synaptic release probability distribution.
When more than one piece of data is acquired, is convenient to write a joint log-likelihood function over a given vector of observations ! . We can express this as ! . We can then construct an MLE estimator for ! given some vector of measured data ! , expressed as ! . This estimator's bias and variance was evaluated in an identical way as the FRA estimator (above), and the MLE estimator was found to exhibit no bias and significantly lower variance.
Two caveats to this approach: First, note that instead of constructing ! point-by-point with some step size ! , we could conceivably model the likelihood function as a continuous probability density over all values of ! , by estimating parameters of a normal distribution similar to (33) .
Here, one could compute ! and ! for each ! . However, we have established that the distribution of ! for each ! has nonzero skewness and kurtosis, making it ineligible for normal distribution fitting.
Second, while we chose one summary statistic ! to construct a synthetic likelihood function, it is also possible to directly use the failure rates ! and ! as two summary statistics. This would appear to be advantageous because we are using two summary statistics instead of one. However, this does not provide better estimation capabilities because the distributions for ! show no relationship with ! in our simulations. Therefore, we chose a single summary statistic ! . Power analysis of estimators for ! ( Fig. 4) . We employed a power analysis approach to compare the statistical power of different techniques for silent synapse detection. Parameters for power analyses were ! (false positive rate) and ! (false negative rate) unless otherwise noted.
Given two populations of synapses, ! and ! , having distinct silent fractions ! and ! silent fractions, respectively. We want to determine ! , the minimum number of samples required to discriminate these populations with some estimation technique. To do this, we wish to express statistical power, ! , as a function of the number of samples: ! . We can then find an ! such that ! . Our approach to explore ! was to rely on Monte Carlo sampling methods paired with an efficient binary search algorithm to search the space of possible ! (an arbitrary maximum limit on ! to search). Here, at each iteration, a sample size guess ! is made. After Monte Carlo simulations and an evaluation of statistical power (whether ! or ! ). ! is adjusted up (if insufficient statistical power), or down (if sufficient statistical power). The amount that ! is adjusted by is halved at each time point in order to converge on the true value for ! in precisely ! iterations (i.e. the algorithm has order ! where n is the initial guess.)
The algorithm is described in the Python source code. Briefly: 0) Using the Monte Carlo methodology described above, generate numerical probability distributions for estimates of ! and ! . These distributions are denoted ! and ! . 
